Supra X is the next generation of Supra, a comfortable and affordable ergonomic seating series designed with a contemporary appearance.

Supra X arms are height adjustable. They are comfortable, very durable and feature generously wide armrests. Arm width adjustment is standard on all models with arms. Control tabs on the outside back allow the adjustment of the lumbar support up and down to suit individual preference.

Supra X is a new generation of affordable ergonomic office seating designed for appearance and comfort. Famous seating designer Zooey Chu was commissioned to create the ultimate chair. One that would stand up to the rigors of office use, but also offer exceptional comfort, value and style. To do this he has incorporated many user adjustments that allow the chair to be custom fitted for personal seating preferences and work functions.

All above shown in Cumulus, Cyan (CU87).
The seat and back feature a compound curved shape which provides wrap around support for greater comfort in providing the ultimate in long term seating comfort.

Tilter models: Infinite position tilt-lock and pneumatic seat height adjustment. Tilt tension control. Fixed back height.

Multi-Tilter models: Independent, infinite position back and seat angle adjustment with tilt-lock control. Forward seat tilt-lock, pneumatic seat height adjustment and back height adjustment. Tilt tension control.

The base is made from reinforced nylon and is exceptionally strong and durable. The standard caster is a dual wheel carpet caster. Optional casters for hard surfaces, wood, tile, vinyl etc. are available upon request at extra cost.

All above shown in Cumulus, Cyan (CU87).
High function task seating incorporating many user adjustments that allow the chair to be custom fitted for personal seating preferences.

A. The back articulates on a concealed hinge mechanism. This allows the back to automatically change angle to match the users sitting position and to shift with users as they change position throughout the day - (Not available on Tilter models).

B. Adjust seat depth to match users leg length, simply slide the back away from seat or toward seat and tighten control bolt. (On certain models).

C. Standard Height Adjustable "SC" arms.

D. Height Adjustable Lumbar Support.

Above, left to right: 5336-6 and 5333-3 shown in Maharam Before, Pepper (BE81). 5336-3 shown in Momentum Tek, Glow (T104).
Cover: 5333-3 High Back Multi-Tilter shown in Mayer Reflections, Indigo (X133).